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DSM program evaluations must evaluate issues worth knowing, at a cost worth generating
valid conclusions that are used to improve the program and better meet the utility's and customers' needs.
Evaluators frequently describe evaluations as comprising three basic activities: me:tn()aO'IO~~V pJlarutllD;g,

data collection, and analysis. To ensure that the results produced are both useful and used., this paper
describes how the evaluator might view these activities as part of a evaluation process ..

The larger process involves six steps. Steps 1 4 of this process ..... 'JJllldI.IiJJIl JI,,,,,,, the scope of the
evaluation, Step 5 comprises the "doing, " and Step 6 communicates and the results.

This framework places considerable emphasis on ffscoping" the evaluation before detailed methodology
planning is conducted and the evaluation launchede This paper argues that proper is essential if
evaluations are to be useful and cost-effective. The must time like the
fonowing: To what problem is evaluation a solution? Who are the stakeholders? What information do
they need? What analysis approaches will they find convincing? What is at stake? How much can we
afford? The most carefully conducted evaluation is meaningless if it asks the wrong or answers
them in a way that does not meet users' needSe

Introduction

evaluation of an to solve a trivial
problem? What good is a fine evaluation of a puny

to solve a serious What good is a fine
evaluation of a program that solves a serious problem if
the results are not stored and used to ameliorate the
vrOlJlel[ll-!" \UJl..ilUUJh:JJUl et at 1991)

Practitioners describe evaluations as ..... A1r-rt'1l"ll"'li·1!"'"lIC01Hfl.nr

three basic activities: methodology data coUec-
and To ensure that results are that

are both useful and this paper describes how the
evaluator view these activities as of a larger
evaluation process.. The larger process involves six steps:

Identify evaluation objectives; (2) Determine evalua-
tion approaches that will information suitable for
decision making; (3) Determine possible
methods and data requirements; (4) Estimate the maxi
mum expenditure that will stiB yield a cost-effective
evaluation; (5) Conduct the evaluation (following the three
basic activities of detailed planning, data collection, and
analysis); and (6) Communicate the results.

Steps 1 through 4 the
comprises "doing," and

the results. 5, " tends to
receive the of evaluators' efforts. A reviewer of

DSM program evaluations have the attention
of and regulators. Evaluations are

as critical tools for
whether DSM programs are

the interests of customers ..

DSM program evaluations can serve many such as
assessm2 attainment of program and market

Increalsml2 program effectiveness and efficiency, and
program cost-effectiveness.. There are also

many users of evaluations. Uses internal to the
include program resource plannlU,g,

load rate DSM and 1!"'lla::;ll.'l!'"1"nlll"rn_

ance and market research and Reed
Evaluation users also include

consumers. Each of these groups may have
different and information needs that evaluations
can meet

With attention to evaluation and its
to many activities recognized, it is

Im"polrtal3t that evaluators deliver that are useful
and used~ DSM program evaluators must examine issues
worth at a cost worth expending, generating
valid conclusions that are used to the program
and better meet the needs. "What is a fine
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this paper suggested that typically 10% of our time goes
toward scopmg activities, 80% toward "doing" and 10%
toward applying the results.. However, a division of
evaluation effort that more heavily weights scoping of the
evaluation and effectively communicating the results is
essential if evaluations are to make a significant
contribution to enhancing program performance..

Step 1: Identify Evaluation
bjectives

The first step of a program evaluation, identify evaluation
objectives, is comprised of six substeps, described below"
(Hicks Hirst and Reed 1991] identifies comparable
activities .. )

the program.. DSM programs are complex,
being comprised of elements such as the characteristic of
the DSM service or measure (including any technical
assistance or the use of trade allies in promoting
the program, the promotional method and media used, the

and the incentive.. Because the specification
and execution of each of these program design elements
can affect program an evaluation should
start with a of program.

Establish a the evaluator establishes a
baseline to a of conditions to the
program, which program achievements can be
measured" For a baseline for an evaluation of
orC)m()tl()lnaJ effectiveness could include the of
customers aware of the DSM to the

1!"'l> ....r'l>'il"o/'ll ..'i'11I~. <f'Il its

Identify uses for evaluation information and accuracy
needs. The evaluator needs to identify how the evaluation
findings might be used by different groups and the conse
quent requirements for precision and accuracy $ Some
decisions (e.. g.. , whether to modify an approach to involv
ing trade allies) may need only qualitative fmdings. Others
(e.. ge, whether to establish a full-scale program following
the pilot program) might require rather precise estimates
of program costs and impacts ..

D IDe measu.rable e ts. the evaluator must
specify how the program impacts or effects win be
expressed in measurable terms~ This step can pose numer
ous difficultiess For example, in assessing program
operational effectiveness, the evaluator must consider how
to measure important but somewhat nonspecific program
objectives such as whether implementation was "efficient"
or whether customer understanding was "improved."

Possible in conducting Step 1, identifying
evaluation objectives, include the fonowing: (1) Key
evaluation stakeholders may not be identified. The
evaluator learns of the importance of their objectives for
the study after the evaluation is under way or, even
worse, upon presenting the (2) The findings may
not decision and may not product results
that can be acted upon. (3) Program and evaluation
stakeholders may fail to agree on criteria for program

leading to rancor when the results are
presentecL Program performance criteria may be
vague: ways to measure criteria are unspecified, or the
measurement criteria are specified, but the score or

that win count as meeting performance expecta
tions is left vaguee

Step 2: Determine the Evaluation
Framework

Evaluators have six frameworks available to them
for DSM program evaluations, as discussed

One of the most common pitfalls that arises when con-
an evaluation is that the evaluator fails to develop

an explicit research framework~ For example, the evalu
ator may not selected a research approach that sufficiently
eX1Dlalns why the observed results were obtained or that
reliably distinguishes program effects from other effects
on participant behaviore In this second step of the
evaluation, the evaluator considers the various types of
evaluation frameworks and selects one or more that is
appropriate to the evaluation goals and constraints~

stakeholders $ The program and evaluation stake-
holders are the who win use, are affected Of

have an interest the program or the evaluation results.
These include program and other
palt11C:IPBlhDl1! and customers, trade

the evaluator
may find that program have been
delineated in the program documentatione Whether or not
written are the evaluator should talk
with program and to learn what

see as the program objectives. the evaluator
may fmd that different or groups in the hold
d.ifferent for the program--some of which may
be defined or even contradictory--and that
the may have or been added to over
timee
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the with which each answer
was or the mean of the statistical
tools to determine the among the variables~

and. case studies" This final evaluation
framework examines a small number of cases in great
detail. The evaluator observes aU aspects of ua'/-H)-U;JV

program customer visits. JU(l~IneJlt

based on observation, and case studies can
be used to answer questions with a
limited use of evaluation resources or rather subtle,
complex such as when extensive observation is
paired with surveys and even metering. Willet Kempton
(1983, 1984) is a weB-known DSM program evaluator
who makes extensive use of the observation and case

frameworke The main of an observa-
tion framework is its relative Few evaluators

Evaluators use interviews
for process evaluations and can even use them to support

evaluations--for example, to explore issues of
DSM measure persistence, free and free drivers.
In-depth interviews are valuable for programs
in their formative stages to explore responses to new
program options and modifications. Guided discussions
can investigate such questions as what and how things
happen in the program, how the program affects the
interviewee, and the ways the interviewee would like to
see the program or thinks it can be
Focus groups are a of interview: the conver-
sations are are free to express
their views on a range of issues relating to the program,
and the interviewer has the to continue
Dr(J~OlrUl into areas of interest.

M()nl1tonln2 is the process of t.-1.u,·'V.l"-lLJUp;,

ImlPlementBLUOIU activities. c AA"LI.'U",3.~AA

often is the basic block
of program evaluation and should be an compo-
nent of program Without the

cannot determine whether a sman
program is the result of ineffectual program design
or ineffectual program is

forlnative
Freeman 1985).

'll"'ll-rr"'lI,r"loc< for program accountability
_n ...t- .. r ... _.",_it data are available in

be drawn for more detailed
the most common monitoring

is that it is not some program
managers have been known to do it to excess, eXi)enaU1lg
more staff time that in warranted the value of the
information pr()<1l1lC~:i.

estimate

and maintenance

~lllgnlee:rU1lg ~a!cul~u:I()ns and end-use n-l,o,t,o1!fO'll!'na

and end-use

Model-based designs. Evaluators who use statistical
modeling or regression analysis in their evaluations are
working within a model-based design framework even
though they may not be aware of and their lack of
awareness may jeopardize the validity of their research.
For example, evaluators may err by attempting to measure
a change in behavior (e.g., energy usage) without
specifying an underlying model or hypothesis about what
causes the observed change in behavior~ The model-based
design framework is probably the most commonly used
evaluation approach and is used most often for load and
energy impact evaluations. However, it is also useful in
investigating decision satisfaction, paJ~UCIPatlO]n'9

and free riders. (See, for and Violette
1990.)

below ~ Most of these frameworks can contribute to both
impact and process evaluations~ Each possible framework
encompasses many familiar analysis techniques. An evalu
ator can choose to use several frameworks, thereby
investigating program effects using different modes of
leaming~

use or
~a:;:)1",Q.1!"'a1ll"'llR the electrical loads of the in use in the
OU1HO-lLn2 under consideration0 calculations go
to the source--the measure in usage

ensure, for example, that load reduction is
not ascribed to a direct load control program that
air conditioners off for a shorter than their

or that the attributed to each of
a retrofit program , roof window

total less than the loade These
eXlamplt~S may seem extreme, but statistical methods used
without the relations have
been known to lead to such resuIts0 tlowe'ver

calculations are as their
ass;unlDtloIDlS about OU]UOllD$! opleranons, oc(~upant h/.'llt'Hl'llllr\'l!'"

UUlshtatiRve and surveys~ In evalua-
evaluators use surveys to obtain infonnation about

such as free and
free drivers. In process evaluators use surveys
to determine satisfaction and reaction to
program or activities0 surveys provide data
for model-based and engineering studies. Surveys can
solicit both and information from

Evaluators administer surveys
in person, or on-site

summarize survey data simple statistics
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Qu~est]lOn if the participantsparticipants
had been COl1'l1'''\1i:ll1l1.::.Jon

No evaluation method is good for aU tasks. No
is ever flawless. Evaluators face constraints on the
resources, and skills available to them for conduct

evaluations.. The needs of their audience and the extent
to which other customers, and
trade allies--are to in the evaluation also

constraints on evaluators~ The of this is
for the evaluator to consider what needs to be known,
what it means to know in the context of the
eV~:lIuab~Dn'l and how each of the frameworks would satisfy
or fail to the evaluation needs.. An evaluator must
choose among the frameworks with a realistic understand-

of the losses and to be had from the different

Pitfalls encountered in this step include the
The evaluator may not consider the per

C'_C:~J"'of',,''''c>'C< of the different stakeholders on what it means to
@fknow@f about the program. The evaluator
may select the research without considering the
alternative evaluation frameworks and their advantages
and in solving the at hand. (3) The
evaluator may consider statistical techniques without
COllsuienmiI a possible model of behavior that
would constitute a model-based aDl[)r()~acjrL

can meet

recluHref1 to observe program for a

to understand what occurs..

Are there or accuracy rPdlUlIrP:illP1nt%: for the
data? If so, these necessitate that the
evaluator select ~THII~'!~1~ te~rul1a1ues from among the first
three frameworks .. Not all within a

framework the accuracy or
even accurate statistics. For eX~lm!)le~ neither a
before-and-after biB nor a of the
rated efficiencies of and

accuracy

Would any of the frameworks be or
nn~renll1I'WiririwU:1 to stakeholders as a means

evaluators think that a statistical answer
is the best one.. Some
believe in the maxim that there are three of
information: damn and statistics. 11

The evaluator should consider the issues to
select an framework or frameworks ..

Does the need to answer """'.",>",. W'>"1O.""'·

did the obseR"'ved effect OCCUi", is satisfaction at the
observed were we unsuccessful. success....

The evaluator may think that he or she
understands bow a program as a result of
extensive to have program manager

~gBut what about the numbers?n the
evaluator may results and be
fi1Can we do it next If the evaluation needs to
answer does it seek a causal eX1J!aJtlatllon
or a QU~:lh tatn/e unOlerstanictulf,f!

'What is the of program de'jt'eiIODlriie:nt'1 Ibe various
evaluation frameworks are suited for programs
in different of as illustrated
Table 1. f·or frameworks more time or
cost to are less to programs

What frameworks fit within resource or other con-
~'f-W'o~m~f-dj This can be answered in
terms, because within a framework the ~n~llvtl~.~m

that an evaluator vary in
resource in some circumstances the
evaluator be able to rule out a model-based
because there are few or no observations of customers
before In other a survey of

Step 3: Determine Possible
Analytical Methods and Data
Requirements

In this the evaluator chooses from the
selected framework that be to the

at hand and that reflect a range of resource
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group, which needs more accurate information. More
accurate information be useful to both ~Hllun:~--~n;.t1

useful in more decisions--and therefore
value. It that one

Df()(1!!Ce information of a different value
than the information another In the
words of a evaluator:

the task in
'IlIrlo9'llf-'IlI1rll1 the "Volks-

The

reQluu~enlents and information yield. To
the the evaluator
wagen,6f " and "Cadillac" of an2llvs;eSa

evaluator then describes the benefits 11ni"rU'"1I"n-.:;~tllr\n

and costs of alternative evaluation
methods so that in the next step he or she can select an
aDt)rO~acn whose benefit to the exceeds its cost

A~r ilie&m of~chtecl~(IUe,

the evaluator determines how existing data be used
in the the cost and time

cornplete the evaluation 0 When the '0"aC'l'RlIll~·a_.rw

re<.1IUU~errlents for new data collection are identified and a
data collection method the evaluator character-
izes each alternative by SUInnJLaOZlDl,g

its benefits terms of and pre~ISlon of
information and and time

The of value of information is
crucial to evaluation Evaluation
information can be very but has the
characteristic of returns. In
ae<~l(1]lng which information to the evaluation

must be able to and
trade confidence and \vithin
constraints set the use to which the evaluation
will be Estimation of infonnation cost and
value is the mechanisnl for the evaluation

Evaluators can ascertain the value of the information an
evaluation win a method called decision

for McRae et at Herman
and Pits and The '~value of

information f1 can be illustrated with an eXdlm'ple
of the value of information to a decision to offer a
COlCUP,act fluorescent bulb rebate program$

Pitfalls this
Evaluators may fail to consider
JJXIS£ILn2 data may be used without lC>"C'1I'111l"'11"R

the evaluation converse
(3) A method may be chosen without ("l>01l"'lC>'h11~~U

without the of
nf()(1Ulce:s" and without its

QVI~.8I.'lUPA.ll.~~la..V resource The evaluator may
estimate the aV~UbJlblJlltv or cost of ~i"rtl'1I11-r11r'H'W

DSM program staff at a are
whether to offer residential custonlers fluorescent

at reduced Several decision
makers are to this program, because believe
that ClistoIuers win install the
III like

also believe that the custorners who '!ln1~'1'J1~II'H

the bulbs in more used sockets
room become dissatisfied with them and

them with traditional bulbs. In believe
that even customers In

the program and the not
use the bulbs the

cost-effectiveness.

The "best case" scenario for the use of the
fluorescent bulbs entails an average time per
bulb of six hours a 365 a year. The "most

case'~ scenario assumes that custolllers win use the
bulbs four hours a on average. This scenario is the
one that the prograln had in mind. With this
aSSUrnlPtlOD., the bulbs have a benefit-cost ratio of 102. The
~Vworst case fa scenario--the scenario that sonle decision

alue of

data.

tep : Estimate the
Information

The value of the information may vary to its
accuracy ~ For estimates be useful to
one group of evaluation stakeholders but not to another

In 4, the evaluator determines the value of the
information that the various win

An evaluation should information that
enables the decision maker to know the effects of one or
more of the current program , its

orand. should recolnmend
ways to increase the effectiven.ess of the program. Armed
with this the decision maker can compare the
consequences of the course f1 with those of

the program in some way ~ Because a DSM
program has value to the any action to the
course" or the program also has a value~ The
evaluator needs to understand how managers to
use the evaluation information a.nd the value of the
information to the With this the
evaluator can a cost-effective evaluation--that
evaluation whose cost is less than its value to the
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makers fear--is that customers win use the bulbs two
hours a on averagee Should this "worst case« assump
tion tum out to be true, the program would not be cost
effectivee Table 2 these calculationse The program
staff base the net benefits on program costs of $500,000.

The decision makers and agree about the
outcome III the absence of the programe In the "No

the would undertake an intensive
media caI1npaum to the bulbs but would not offer
rebates. that the would
sen far fewer but the bulbs sold would be used for
more hours per on averagee The cost of the media
caDnpa,um to the bulbs in the absence of the rebate

,'.'

.'.

m
...........« .. < < : .. $1

'm
m

program would be $150,0000 The calculations in Table 3
illustrate how the evaluators assess the "No Program"

The net benefits for both decisions (to offer or not offer
the program) for each of the usage scenarios are entered
into Table 4 to complete the decision analysiso The

decision makers would choose to the
compact fluorescent rebate program because the expected
dollar outcome of the program (Box A of Table 4-
$100,000) is higher than the dollar outcome of
not the rebates B of Table 4--$70,500)$

<:

100,000

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

::::::::::

,.,' " m,
D

....... ······'im



n:-:-:
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.'}

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ... :-::':::::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.. '}.'

>f:: rebate) " .,:::> ..

l~~iiirid~;';" oPtogram" . 10,000 •••••••••••••••••• . .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.... " '".

V¢l'a~··

:(13y,..:.. :,:.. :..... :
"$16~t,500'

:iIi!i'
"0.:

day ..... .'
.200,OO(l.hours per

'. ·$600~OO(r··' .' ':"$300~OOO
..............> '. ..-:',.

~g{
:X $600,000

:$30;000

. ::-:.:IIIiI',

, ····m

"<e' .:~ :($30,000) .. ':......

These calculations illustrate the decision frame
work and demonstrate that the evaluators can derive the
needed data from a few basic decision
~1!"Hlll"uC'1IlC' to estimate the value of information need not be

define the total evaluation costs sum of the two sets
of costs for each level of accuracy ~) The authors postulate
that the evaluation cost is that corresponding to
the minimum value of the total cost curve~

Kel~ar~(Ue~~s of the approach to estimate the value
of information and the upper bound to evaluation expendi
tures, the practitioner should be aware of possible
encountered in this step~ (1) The evaluation manager
might select a research methodology and allocates
research funds based on considerations other than the
value of information to be obtaine<L (2) The program staff
might not recognize aU the costs and benefits associated
with the different choices, with a choice not to
offer a programo The evaluator might not know whom

Barnes and ......... "","'-"""",,. ...JlU<

to
describe a different aDI)r04aCn

how much to on an evaluation~

hX1trai)olcltrnli! from that
evaluation costs increase exponentially as greater accuracy
is while the costs of losses that result from

decisions on incorrect information increase expo-
as accuracy is These two re14atu)ns:hli>S
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Ie 40 Value of Information

BASIC PROGRAM NO PROGRAM WITH PERFECT

.E Program Cost: $.?OOOOO Program Cost: $j5Q QOO (Me.ala).. INFORMATION

.2'

SCENARIO I ~ I I Weight Times I I Weight Times WEIGHT x MAX.
Outcome Net Benefit Net Benefit Outcome Net Benefit Net Benefit NET BENEFIT

"Best Case"
600.000 I I 200.000 I

(10%)
0.1 hours per $400.000 $40.000 houmper $150,000 $15,000 $40.000

day day

'"Good'"
500.000

I $2EO.OOO 1$50.000
175.000

I $112.500(30%) 0.2 hours per hours per $22.500 $50.000
day day

"Most likely"
400.000 150.000

(50%) 0.4 hours per 1$100,000 $40,000 hours per I $75.000 I $00,000 $40,000day day

"Not So
300,000 120.000 I

Good" (30%) 0.2 hOOr5 per ($10.000) hours per $30.000 $6.000 $6,000
day day

"Worst I 200.000
I ($200.000) I ($20.000)

00.000
Case" (10%) 0.1 hours per hournper 1($00,000) ($5.000) ($5.000)

day day

Expected
Dollar

Outcome

Expected value of a decision made with perfect Information:

Expected value of a decisIon made with no further Information:

Expected value of perfect Information:

~$1"""'?)CIIoo,;IIa,.A.OCXX)u..;I~__ (Box C)

ow $100.000 (Max of Boxes A at B)

~$IlIilool3:IIIl.".tII~:,J...lOOO~__(Difference)

to ask or wholn to believe in the
outcomes and their associated (4) The
program staff miss the to use the
decision information in connection with other
peIDU:!UJU! cj·1l'·~t·,::lI>O"ir- program decisions~ ,

onduct the Evaluation

This those activities t'!'M12r-!Ji!!'\'

constitute program
data and ~n~ilv~~~

se!~ectln2 for the an evaluation tecttn:IQllie

value to the exceeds its cosL

books and articles have been written on tec.nruqug~s

for DSM program evaluations. The field is too
vast to summarize in a few here. Interested
readers should such sources as et ale

Hirst and Reed Violette et ala (1991), and
pCC)Cet:xtUlliZs from this biennial conference and the biennial
""-"Jl.ul .....~J;;;;.V Evaluation Conference.

rOIIOUl!ln'p~ (1) The evaluator might initiate the evaluation
CO()rOm2ltmlj;! the timing or data collection needs

plannt~a evaluationse (2) The evaluation might
not prove whether the program caused the observed
changee (3) The evaluator might not have explored

raised the evaluation because he or
she is too attached to the initial (4) The evaluator

have allotted insufficient time for data cleaning and
construction of an analysis databasee

tep ommunicate the esults

Peter a noted evaluator, states, "Successful
evaluators are those who have made clear to themselves,
and to their sponsors and program staffs, how the
evaluation is to be used and its level of application ff (Rossi
and Freeman 1985)e Too often evaluators are disappointed
to see their reports "sitting on a shelf," the recommenda
tions unimplemented and the basic findings unknown
except to those who requested the study.

COlt}Ci\lctJlng an evalua
tion on the selected. The
above sources discuss mistakes 1l""\~t:.r-f"~It-'lIr;>?'IIG'll,8"'£" win want to

avoid. Pitfalls that to many different include the

Most evaluation findings have implications for many
activities, as discussed in Step 1. Nonetheless,

sometimes the greatest evaluation challenges lie in
COltnnlUl1l1caltlnl1! the results in such a way as to stimulate
their usee In the evaluator faces difficulties in
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The following approaches can increase the likelihood that
evaluation results are used throughout the utility.

continuity within the evaluation staff can
ensure that evaluation results are not forgotten should the
issues addressed by the evaluation become "hot" at a later
time 0 For example, the majority of an evaluation of
BPA's Sponsored had been completed for
four years, and the from the last of the
evaluation had languished on the shelf for one and a half
years when, nationwide, interest was piqued in bidding
and industrial programs. BPA's program evaluation
manager turned to the research to provide the

with and fmdings and even revisited the
project data to answer new quc~stllons.

Second, evaluations of high-profile DSM programs often
receive considerable attention. programs may
be characterized as those that have large estimated impacts
or large budgets, relate to the current "hot topic," are
experimental, or are widely known within the service
territory (such as the residential lighting programs of
Boston Edison and Central Maine Power that involved
Lions Clubso)

organization conducting the evaluation has a high degree
of credibility. For example, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory conducted what became highly publicized
evaluations of the weatherization and Hood River
programs of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).

Conclusions

As evaluators have evaluations _.....r~'lly"rlc.
the information needed to increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of DSM. And in evaluations increasingly
have the attention of utility management and regulators.
However, now that we have their we need to
ensure that our evaluations themselves are effective and
efficient Given the many issues that can be studied in our

to program the necessar-
limited amount of resources that can be allocated to

evaluation--it is important that we evaluate issues worth
knowing, at a cost worth expending, generating valid
conclusions that are used to improve the program and
better meet the and customers' needs.

This paper shows that undertaking scoping activities
to conducting the evaluation, and communicat
ing the results after we have conducted the evaluation, are
critical for producing evaluations that are both useful and
use<L Many of us have had with evaluations
that seem to go nowhere but someone's shelf. We need to
take the time to seriously answer such questions as: What
is the problem or situation that the evaluation is address-

Who are the decision makers? What information is
necessary to decision What is the best

evaluation scoping. Identify the potential users of
evaluation results at the outset. Ask staff about how they
use information. Study program components over which
evaluation users have controL Include plans for utilization
and dissemination of results as part of the evaluation
design. Allocate a portion of the evaluation budget suffi
cient to support the dissemination of findings through
JUUl.,-,e.IaOJ..AIRJJa'" reports and presentations.

rUlauu~s into recommenda-
'In'''an,1'11t"un'110 program design,

the error
estimate in the units of the impact

Decision makers who think that an
UDlcertalJnty of ±30 % is unacceptable often think that an
error band of O~3 kW is even when the
estimate is 1 kWo As Buner and Miner (1992) out in
their discussion of in the of aggregate
DSM term at PG&E can't even
see effects smaller than 50 MW. 9f

communicating the significance and implications of results
to utility upper management and regulatory staff who may
have only a general understanding of evaluation tech
niques. Such evaluation recipients may distrust evaluation
fmdings, not understand how to apply them, or feel
uncomfortable with evaluation findings that include caveats
or uncertainty bands around the estimates.

While the Maintain contact with
evaluation users throughout the evaluation. Discuss with
decision makers the desirability of investigating unantici-

issues or effects that become the
Provide interim results~

jJx:ssem!natln~ ilnQJlnRS. Ensu.re that results are and
available when needed 0 different for
different levels of Write with the
audience in mind. Avoid decision makers

'nr()Vl~r1nlIO' to much detaiL Write nontechnical
executive summaries that contain action recommendations.
Disseminate results informal and oral

For programs institutions
as schools or consider publicizing results

media Circulate results to other
researchers and interested in the issue.

In addition to the above measures that an evaluator can
certain conditions also contribute to the acceptance

and use of evaluation results within the utility.
evaluation results are more to be accepted if the
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match between evaluation tools and stakeholder needs?
How much evaluation is cost-effective? What forums for
presenting the results win increase their acceptance and
use? This paper offers guidelines for asking and 41Jf.lUlt.:YW"l''-.I.8.JUl.Il&:.

these questions. We may fmd that addressing these issues
is as challenging and interesting as "doing" the analyses

up until now, have occupied most of our time.
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